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Continuity Cash Secrets PERSONAL USE RIGHTS ONLY! Are you ready to take the idea of an online

business and inject the security of a steady and reliable paycheck in to it? If so, youre in luck and youre

about to learn why Internet marketers everywhere are changing their business models as we speak.

Building an online business that you can rely on is becoming harder and harder these days so its

important to keep up with moving trends. Regardless if youre new to online business or if youre a

seasoned vet looking to make more money, this secret can help you jump start your income. Theres no

doubt that businesses all over the world have been floundering. The recession has people spending less

money, hoarding more money and generally being much more discerning in any purchases they make. Of

course this is resulting in businesses bringing in less new customers, losing more old customers, and

making less money per transaction. This has online businesses falling straight on their heads because

there is so much competition in the online marketplace! There are a few select businesses that are seeing

dramatic increases in their bottom line profits each month, would you like to know their secret? The fact

is, if you dont make enough money each month, you dont stay in business. It doesnt get any clearer or
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more real than that, Im sure youll agree. The recession is doing some serious damage. Businesses are

scrambling trying to find ways to supplement their income and prevent their businesses from going into

the red, going into debt and ultimately going under. If you hope to be in business for more than a few

months, its important that you take action to prevent recessive losses. Enter: Continuity Revenue! Just in

case you arent familiar with continuity programs or continuity revenue, Im going to explain what they are...

Continuity programs are ordering systems in which a customer makes an initial purchase and then

receives a service or product each month there after for a repeating charge. So to make it simple, a

person pays monthly for a product or service they receive monthly. This is an excellent way for a

customer to get something they would normally buy but get it in a way that is more convenient. Automatic

billing and automatic delivery of a product or service saves the customer time, money, and hassle of

shopping. Many people love continuity programs as youre aware and signup for them for things such as

water delivery, cell phone service, and cable tv service. Other things that people pay for on a monthly

basis are pest control services or lawn maintenance. Continuity programs have become increasingly

popular with internet customers as an extremely important convenience item. Create A More Reliable

Stream Of Income In Your Business Regardless Of Market Conditions... Now you know what continuity

programs are and also know why customers love the convenience and time savings that they provide. So

what does this mean to you? Continuity billing means that you can create reliable, consistent income in

your business by offering a product or service on a monthly basis. In a time with market conditions that

we are currently experiencing, its vital that you make sure your business is capitalizing on as many

streams of income as possible. Continuity programs provide 3 very important benefits to any business

that decides to set one up in their promotional mix... 1) Saves you money from having to advertise or

re-market to existing customers to make additional purchases with your business. 2) Creates reliable

monthly income that comes into your business each any every month that your customers stay part of the

monthly program. 3) Provides the security of a 9-5 paycheck, even in tough times so that you have more

security in your finances. As you can see, if you want to create security in your business, you need a

continuity program to sell for recurring income! Continuity Cash Secrets was designed with the complete

newbie in mind. I dont care if you have no experience with online business or if you just learned what a

continuity program is in this letter, this will work for you. Everything you need is covered in the 2 hour

multimedia training that guides you through every step of the system. We cover everything you could



possibly want or need to know so that you can get setup fast. Even if youre busy and just have a few

hours a week to spare, you can still get started and making money quickly! This is just some of the

material thats covered in Continuity Cash Secrets... * Targeting Your Market - Learn how you can find the

exact niche that will make you the most money and exploit it quickly. * Membership Sites/Continuity

Programs Are Great! - Exactly what continuity programs are and why you need to use these tricks in

setting up your business. * 30 Second Do Or Die Testing - how to decide if your continuity program is

setup for success or complete failure using this quick 30 second trick! * Expert Sourcing Secrets -

Discover how to get big time experts to create your content for For you if you dont want to create it

yourself and How to do so cheaply! * Your Main Offer - setting up your main offer so that you convert the

maximum number of visitors into cash paying customers. * The Secret Of Great Content - How to create

content that keeps customers in your continuity program for life and paying you for life! * Turbo Setup -

easy tricks for getting the entire system setup fast! Are you ready to really replace your full time income?
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